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Dear Donors, Grantees and Friends.
I am in AWE! There have been miracles of service in the midst of the 2020 COVID pandemic. When
we awarded grants to 11 charities in February, no one knew how dramatically we would be
impacted. I am humbled to present this report, to profoundly thank Donors who made the
resources available, and these Grantees for their creative response to the adversity of COVID in
their plans and work. Many of these stories brought me to tears- of Joy!
It was just February 6, 2020 that we gathered to Celebrate with Grant Recipients, Donors and
Friends. With the generosity of each Donor who contributed to the “Soaring Together as One”
Grants Fund, we were blessed to distribute $60,000 to 11 Charities and Churches. As promised, we
are sharing the reports each Grantee prepared of funds spent and outcomes. Please take a few
minutes to read their stories- and know that thousands are being impacted!
We are inspired and grateful for the partnership of generous Donors and the amazing work by
Grantees! Your gifts have touched thousands locally and internationally as we continue to work
together in our communities to deepen and grow these relationships. I’m sure you will be as
moved as we are with the impactful work accomplished for Christian Impact. Despite Covid-19, and
all this year has been, God remains on His throne!
Then, we are delighted to announce 2021’s Cultivating Generosity Grant Program, titled “Inspiring Generosity”! The
time is now to support the 2021 grant Program. Gifts can be made in the following ways before December 31st, 2020:
• Online (cfa.charity/cultivating-generosity)

•
•

By check (Made out to CFA, memo Grant Fund and Mail to: 3390 Auto Mall Drive,
Westlake Village, CA 91362)
Donor Advised Fund (if you have one – email dana@cfa.charity)

Because of Covid-19, we have not yet scheduled our Annual Grants Banquet. Because this event is too
important to move online, we are holding out hope that we’ll be able to have our Grant Banquet. You can
read more details here on page 28. We are anticipating hosting an event in the Spring of 2021. Please keep
an eye out on our social media: cfa.charity, www.facebook.com/christianfoundationofamerica,
http://www.linkedin.com/company/christian-foundation-of-america, or contact us at
leslie@cfa.charity.
We look forward to Inspiring Generosity with you! Blessings,

Kathy
Katherine Saigeon
President and Executive Director
Christian Foundation of America
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Grant Summary
Organization

Amount
Outcome
Awarded
$ 8,000

Heritage Christian Schools
Rescue Mission Alliance dba
Lighthouse for Women and
Children

$

8,000

Community Pregnancy
Clinic (CPC SV)

$

6,300

ACTION

$

Children’s Hunger Fund

$

Union Rescue Mission

$

Provided life sustaining groceries to over thirty
5,000 projects. Provided supplies to help build ADA
compliant modifications.
Supported our Los Angeles Food Pak ministry –
5,000 At 25 cents each, funds provided 20,000 meals
for children and families in need.
Provided new ‘Sprung Structure’ that provided
5,000 shelter, and then triage for those displaying
symptoms of Covid-19.

Communitas International
(formally Christian Associates)

$

4,000

Fellowship of Christian
Athletes

$

4,000

Forever Found

$

4,000

James Storehouse

$

4,000

Sarah’s House

$

6,700

Total Grant Awarded

Purchased Bibles and musical instruments and
initiated a Bible learning with music program.
Additional curriculum development ongoing, as
delayed by Covid-19, but not deterred!
Provided support for the Life Recovery Program
and Emergency Shelter for women & children.
Small portion used to remodel childcare room.
Provided support, stability, and continuity during
Covid-19 pandemic. Clinic operations have shifted,
but we still serve unplanned pregnancies for life!

Enrolled 270 Leaders in training program partnership.
42 projects in 7 Eastern European cities: 24 new
church plants, 18 are strengthening their community
for Christ through new missional communities or
discipleship.
Provided Bibles to student athletes, 2 school wide
outreaches, and 2 events with a panel of local
pastors, and 3 ‘see you at the pole’ prayer meetings.
CFA grant supported Art Experiences and Equine
Assisted Learning
Supported At-Risk teens, teen parents in foster
care, their precious babies, and foster care aged
out youth. Obstacles were overcome and online
classes were highly attended!
Supported education for 8 families (15 children),
including computers, books, printing, and
driver’s education.

$ 60,000
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Heritage Christian Schools
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Rescue Mission Alliance dba
Lighthouse for Women and Children
Funds received from the Christian Foundation of America were used to support the Life Recovery Program and
Emergency Shelter services of the Lighthouse for Women & Children. A small portion of the grant was also used
to remodel our child care room so our young children can have a clean, bright environment while their mothers
are participating in life changing classes and counseling.
From February through July 2020 the Lighthouse achieved the following results.
10,261 nights of safe shelter provided
31,354 meals served
745 clothing items given out
5 recovery program graduates
16 program participants employed
3 children reunited with their mothers
33 women & children moved into stable housing
As the coronavirus (COVID-19) crisis grips our community and the world, the Lighthouse has been on the front
lines and remains committed to providing food, clothing, and shelter to our neighbors in need. The people we
serve are the most vulnerable during this critical time.
Through the Ventura County Rescue Mission, we have been able to develop deeper partnerships with the City of
Oxnard, Continuum of Care, Public Health CV task force and have been commended for the excellent job we
have done protecting our guests.
We have taken extraordinary measures to ensure the safety of our employees, volunteers, and guests. We have
been working with public health to evaluate meal guests, staff are routinely screened as well. New program
participants are quarantined two weeks before joining general population. Shelter guests stay in quarantined
areas. Separate meals are provided for those in isolation.
A smaller number of women and children was served over the past eight months because of not bringing as
many into our recovery program and emergency shelter as usual, due to restrictions of the COVID-19 pandemic.
There were also more single women and women with only one child at our facility than usual. We were not able
to do community outreach, which would have served more women and children.
In spite of having to limit our emergency shelter intake and halting our volunteers for several weeks, we have
continued to serve our guests and use online tutors and volunteers to offer support to the women and children
in our care. We have had a reduction in the number of people we have been able to serve during this time and
had to cancel events open to the community, but we have been able to continue our normal services for the
most part.
We have seen an increased need for shelter. Unfortunately, due to quarantine and social distancing it is much
more difficult to accommodate all requests. We have reduced our emergency shelter for women at the
Lighthouse by half to allow for social distancing. We are working to offer services which comply with guidelines
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while continuing to keep our guests and staff safe. We have had more demand on our resources to provide
single use food service items (boxes, disposable plates and utensils, gloves, cups), cleaning and sanitation
supplies, diapers, and hygiene supplies.
The Lighthouse is starting to use limited volunteers with strict safety protocols. There have been a few
teachers and mentors coming on-site with strict PPE and distancing measures. One person comes in and does
child care while our women have classes. She supervises the children as they play outdoors. Our remote
volunteer tutors, teachers, and mentors are using Zoom and other technology to continue to meet the needs
of our children and their moms.
Our thrift stores, which provide income to support our programs to assist the poor and homeless were closed
from mid-March through May, eliminating a major source of revenue for the ministry. At the same time,
requests for assistance increased as job losses mounted during the statewide shutdown. Our donors have been
extremely supportive and generous during the pandemic. Even though we had to close our thrift stores for two
and a half months, we have seen revenue pick up quickly as we were able to safely reopen. We see no financial
obstacles to continuing the work of the Lighthouse if support levels do not drop off.
In April, John Saltee announced his retirement earlier this year after nine years as the Ventura County Rescue
Mission's director (parent ministry of the Lighthouse). Our new director, Clayton Coates most recently worked
for Morgan Stanley in the Wealth Management field after nearly 25 years as a pastor. He is also the president
and co-founder of R1:16 Ministries, a nonprofit organization that aims to encourage people with the Gospel
through inspirational videos, blogs, tools, and speaking events. Clayton has been married to his wife, Allison, for
19 years, and they have six children, ages 5 to 17.
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Community Pregnancy Clinic (CPC SV)
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Action
September 3, 2020
Christian Foundation of America 3390
Auto Mall Drive
Westlake Village, CA. 91362
Dear Christian Foundation of America,
Thank you again to Christian Foundation of America for your generous grant to ACTION. When we were
awarded the grant in February, who knew what changes would be in store for our community the next
month, let alone the next six months. COVID-19 brought about unexpected changes to all our lives. As a
majority of our Serve Every Day and Accessibility programs bring volunteers in to close contact with our
clients, many of whom are elderly, we put a temporary hold on our programs.
God works in mysterious ways and uses all things to bring Him glory. Though our plans for our ministries may
not have gone as planned over the last 6 months, our commitment to serving those most at risk has not changed.
If anything, our commitment to the vulnerable in our community has grown even more.
While our regular Serve Every Day and Accessibility programs were put on hold, ACTION rolled out an
emergency COVID-19 Game Plan, under Server Every Day, providing grocery delivery and phone
companionship for our neighbors who were most vulnerable to COVID and found themselves homebound.
Over the last six months, ACTION has worked to coordinate
volunteers with clients and completed over thirty grocery
delivery projects. One of our goals during this emergency
COVID-19 Game Plan, was to try and foster relationship
building. As grocery delivery is an ongoing need for those
who are
homebound, ACTION’s Project Coordinator has worked with
our volunteers to build relationship with those we serve in
an ongoing manner.
During this season of change and adjustment, a portion of
the funds received from CFA were put towards our grocery
delivery program. Specifically, towards the needs of
essential items for our clients to stay safe during this season
that would not otherwise have been budgeted for.
Over the last two months, as parts of Ventura County have reopened, ACTION revisited our Accessibility
program and any current or in process requests. With most of the county shut down during the beginning
stages of COVID-19, many of our demographic who have accessibility needs found themselves also isolated at
home, or unable to leave without a proper ramp. Our Accessibility Team began reconnecting and completing
projects that were in process.
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The funds received from CFA were put to use in order to acquire the required materials to build wheelchair
ramps, safety bars, door enlargements, and many other safety and access related improvements. A most
recent access related improvement project included a shower installation for a disabled man here in Ventura
County. Our Accessibility Program is provided to residents of Ventura County who are unable to afford such
modifications on their own. ACTION’s ADA compliant ramps are installed in less time and at significantly lower
costs than if done by a commercial construction service. With the funds to provide these resources and
services, ACTION has been able to complete twelve accessibility projects across Ventura County in 2020 so
far.

ACTION’s mission to serve those most vulnerable in Ventura County has never been a more apparent need
then what we have seen in these last six months of COVID-19. Through partnering with local agencies,
empowering volunteers and mobilizing those volunteers, churches and businesses, we are seeing our
community reach out to those most vulnerable. We are working to raise the awareness of social and
economic issues in our communities, and in doing so creating a movement of volunteers going out and
actively serving their neighbors.
To all at Christian Foundation of America, thank you for your generosity and being a part of all that
ACTION is doing in Ventura County.
Sincerely, Veronica
Browning
Interim Executive Director veronica.browning@actionvc.org
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Union Rescue Mission
Report to the Christian Foundation of America, September 2020
This report outlines progress made as a result of the generous
$5,000 grant awarded to Union Rescue Mission (URM) by
Christian Foundation of America in January 2020 to support
the installation and operations of an emergency “Sprung
Structure” located adjacent to URM’s downtown emergency
shelter.
We are so grateful for your support, which helped us provide
additional beds and access to services for women
experiencing homelessness on the streets of Los Angeles.
The new Sprung Structure has also played an unexpected
role in helping with our COVID-19 emergency response
efforts.
Project Description

Photo: Exterior of the Sprung Structure

The Sprung Structure was built in response to the increase of women experiencing homelessness on Skid Row.
Completed and officially opened in November 2019, the new 4,100 square-foot, semi-permanent structure
includes bathrooms and a large dorm-style sleeping area, allowing URM to quickly shelter up to 120 women
every night. It also provides access to case management and URM’s onsite medical clinics – including medical,
dental, and mental healthcare services. It offers women a first step off the streets and onto a path out of
homelessness and housing placement. The new structure provides:
1) Access to immediate needs (hygiene supplies, clothing, food, and emergency shelter)
2) Access to case management support and linkage to onsite medical, dental clinics and mental
health counseling
3) Referrals to long-term, Christ-centered solutions to homelessness including Hope Gardens Family
Center or to partner agencies for transitional housing programs, as well as spiritual guidance, and
supportive services for all women services
From Mid-December 2019 to March 2020, the Sprung served an
average of 115 women each day/night. However, at the onset of
COIVD-19 in mid-March, the Sprung Structure was quickly pivoted
to become an important triage for people showing symptoms as
part of our coronavirus response.
Working with the LA Department of Public Health, the Sprung
Structure has been used for a variety of COVID-19 response efforts
– most recently to quarantine new guests as they wait to be
cleared before entering the mission. It has played a vital role in
helping us cope with the stringent new protocols for service
provision. Since mid-March, the Sprung Structure has been
Photo: Inside the Sprung Structure
impacting up to 45 people each day as part of our coronavirus response and quarantine activities.
Grant funds of $5,000 were fully expended towards operational
expenses including access to food, case management and linkage to a range of supportive services.
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COVID-19 Response
We want to give you a brief update you on our other COVID-19 response efforts – with the last six months
being one of the most challenging periods in the history of URM. Our response efforts have been an
enormous undertaking, but we have been amazed at God’s provision and for the way in which we have all
rallied to overcome the challenges faced. Specific activities include:
Safety Precautions: All guests and staff have been educated on how to follow Center of Disease Control
(CDC) CDC guidelines and we are regularly cleaning all areas inside our shelters. We require all staff to
wear masks, observe social distancing, and those who can are working from home whenever possible. New
hot water hand sanitizing stations have been installed and large quantities of safety supplies, masks,
thermometers, gloves, food, cleaning supplies and hygiene items have been purchased. We will have a
significant need for more of these items as this crisis continues.
Health Needs: Our clinic, which we are operating in partnership with the LA County Department of Health
Services, is playing an important part in our response. Testing and quarantine areas have been set up for
guests showing symptoms (utilizing the Sprung Structure to help do this). Many of our most vulnerable and
elderly guests have been moved to other off-site, safe locations and special quarantine rooms have been
made available for families living at Hope Gardens. To date, 99 guests and 6 staff have tested positive at our
downtown shelter. One staff member and two guests have tragically died from complications from
coronavirus, and one guest has tested positive at Hope Gardens Family Center. In all, more than 500
guests/staff have been universally tested, and testing will continue for the foreseeable future.
Food Services: The number of meals increased by 50% initially, as we provided meals three times daily,
including delivery to isolation areas.
Decompression: We have temporarily reduced the number of guests living at the downtown shelter, moving
high risk guests to offsite locations throughout LA County. This is due to new measures that have been put
in place by the LA Department of Health. Measures have included the decision to lower the number of men
and women served downtown from 1000 to 550 – to meet requirements for 50 square feet for each guest.
Hope Gardens Family Center: A few weeks ago, had our first Hope Garden’s mom test positive for COVID19. In response, all those who have been in close contact with her are in quarantine. The mom is selfisolating. To support moms who are now caring for children onsite, we are providing three meals a day,
access to medical/cleaning supplies, providing homeschooling support, and IT/computer support for moms
working remotely. To help support these additional technology needs, we have installed a state-of-the-art
technology package to provide streaming for moms working or for children doing school online.
We thank you for your trust in us, for your partnership, and for your support of our work, especially during
these challenging times. Please feel free to contact me at abales@urm.org for any questions you may have or
to set up a Zoom call where we can expand further on any of the points of this report.
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Communitas (formally Christian Associates)
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Fellowship of Christian Athletes

South Bay FCA School Year Campus Report:
God is so good!
I continue to be amazed each year when I see what the Lord has done in the lives of
coaches, teachers, parents and athletes through FCA!
Psalm 118:23, “This is the LORD’s doing; it is marvelous in our eyes.”
On our local campuses this past school year, despite COVID-19, we had 155students
come to faith in Christ and 112 Bibles were given to student athletes. We had
2 school-wide outreaches on our campuses, 2 events in which a panel of local
pastors came to answer questions from students and athletes about the bible and 3 “see
you at the pole” prayer meetings.
To God’s credit every one of our high school huddles were completely student-led. We were
blessed to have 2 Principals, a Vice Principle, 4 teachers and 10 coaches share their
testimonies, pray for and challenge the student athletes to impact their sphere of influence
for Christ. We had 7 local pastors and 10 youth pastors attend our weekly
huddles throughout the year not to mention 17 coaches on different campuses. I’m
grateful for the great influence they have had on the athletes' lives.
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Pastor Nathan Holmes sharing the gospel at South High!

WHAT ABOUT THIS SCHOOL YEAR?
As we look through September, there is still so much uncertainty about what school and sport is
going to look like. We all want life to get "back to normal" (whatever that is), but whether we like it or
not, this is where we are at right now. With talk of a "blended learning model" (students would attend
school for part of the week and learn from home part of the week) or some with distant learning only,
we're mobilizing a creative and strategic approach to dive deep into our connection with coaches
and athletes with the development of "sport specific" huddles. What this means is that until we're
able to meet on campus in large groups again, we will be meeting with coaches and athletes, in
smaller groups, according to their sport. We will do this in person, on and off campus, as well as
digitally.
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Forever Found
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Children’s Hunger Fund
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James Storehouse
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Sarah’s House
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2021 “Inspiring Generosity” Grants Program & Award Banquet

2021 Grants Program
Join us as we Inspire Generosity with a goal of $70,000 or more to invest in
Kingdom building charities and ministries. Your gifts make possible this unique
program that encourages creative projects led by organizations within our
communities. Our past donors have remarked at the outstanding quality of
charities selected for grants, and their ability to meet and support multiple
ministries serving some of the most vulnerable among us.
To donate to the Grant Fund:
Online (Go to https://cfa.charity/cultivating-generosity/)
By check (Made out to Christian Foundation of America, memo Grant Fund and mail:
3390 Auto Mall Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91362)
Donor Advised Fund (If you have one – email leslie@cfa.charity with instructions)

Awards Banquet - TBD
Due to Covid-19 restrictions, we are not yet able to set a
date, time and location for our live public banquet. Please
keep a look out on our website:
https://cfa.charity/cultivating-generosity/ Stay Tuned!!
Check Social Media for updates regarding our Grant Award Banquet:
Website: cfa.charity/cultivating-generosity/
Facebook: Like, follow, comment and share with your church and your friends!
www.facebook.com/christianfoundationofamerica
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/christian-foundation-of-america
Questions: Call or email us at 805-523-9087 / leslie@cfa.charity
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